AN ARGUMENT AGAINST COAL INVESTMENT
5 CASE STUDIES

From the cradle to the grave, coal is a risky business. Each stage in the life cycle of coal–
extraction, transportation and combustion–presents increasing health, environmental,
reputational, legislative and financial risks.
New research from Rainforest Action Network exposes some of the dirtiest coal projects
in the United States. These case studies lay out the ‘hidden’ costs of the country’s coal
addiction. From the oldest, most toxic coal-fired power plants in the country, to the new
push for coal export terminals along the west coast, these case studies show the current
and changing face of coal.
The cases focus on three dominant types of coal projects: aging coal-fired power plants
that will either be facing retrofits or be pulled offline in the coming years; mountaintop
removal coal mining, which has become so controversial that the practice has been in
sharp decline; and coal export terminals, a growing trend across the Pacific Northwest,
which are geared to expand coal markets in Asia.

I : M O U N TA I N TO P R E M O VA L
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Mountaintop removal coal mining is widely considered to be one of the worst of the worst
coal mining practices due to its permanent and devastating impact on drinking water and
mountain ridges. It is so controversial, in fact, that in 2010 the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) passed strict new guidelines for MTR coal mining permits, and has cut
back significantly in approving those permits that are pursued.
Support for mountaintop removal is ebbing. However, some coal operators are still
pushing to continue the barbaric practice. Black Mountain in Kentucky, which in
2010 was named by the National Trust for Historic Preservation as one of the 11 most
endangered historic places, is currently facing two proposals for MTR mines.

B L A C K M O U N TA I N
M O U N TA I N T O P R E M O VA L M I N E

LOCATION:

in Virginia, a three-year-old boy was killed in his sleep
when a boulder crashed through his bedroom wall. 6

Black Mountain, KY.

Environment - During the last two decades,
mountaintop removal mining in Appalachia has
destroyed or severely damaged more than a million
acres of forest. 7 Part of the proposed mining operation
on Black Mountain would involve clearcutting the
mountain’s northern hardwood forest, which harbors
more than 50 species of rare plants and animals and a
large black bear population – all of which will inevitably
have a negative impact on Benham and Lynch’s plans for
growing tourism and their local economy. 8

BACKGROUND:
Nestled at the base of Eastern Kentucky’s rugged Black
Mountain, the highest peak in the Bluegrass State, two
historic mining towns are working hard to define a future
beyond coal. 1
The communities of Lynch and Benham Kentucky have
been working to protect Black Mountain from various
forms of coal mining for decades. In 2010 the National
Trust for Historic Preservation named Black Mountain
one of the 11 Most Endangered Historic Places in the
United States.
Currently, Nally & Hamilton and Harlan Development/
A&G 2 are both proposing mountaintop removal (MTR)
coal mining projects on Black Mountain. Black Mountain
Resources, owned by Massey Energy (Alpha), is also
proposing an underground coal mine 3 directly above the
reservoirs that feed Lynch and Benham.

RISKS
Public Health - Bennie Massey with the Lynch City
Council once asked: “What’s more important the water or
the coal?” MTR is a mining practice in which explosives
are used to remove the tops of mountains to expose the
seams of coal that lie beneath. In the process, toxic rubble
is then dumped into nearby headwaters and streams.
MTR coal mining has already polluted over 2,500 miles 4
of streams in Kentucky alone. The current proposed mine
poses significant threats to the Lynch Reservoir 5, and to
water quality in the region. This mine would also place
18 new sediment ponds above the Lynch community and
set off blasts near homes and historic buildings. In 2005,
while working to expand a road on the A & G MTR mine

Jobs - Mountaintop removal mining is designed
specifically to remove the miner from the process,
replacing manpower with machinery. In fact, areas
with especially heavy MTR mining have the highest
unemployment rates in the region. 9

POTENTIAL
ALTERNATIVES :
Local community groups, churches and agencies
in Lynch and Benham are developing a number of
‘Community Energy Initiatives’ to improve energy
efficiency, produce local renewable energy, and diversify
the local economy. These include weatherization of
low-income homes, job training, developing locally
owned wind power and small-scale solar energy projects.
Potential also exists for micro-hydro power utilizing the
creek that runs through the towns. 10
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1 http://www.preservationnation.org/travel-and-sites/sites/southern-region/black-mountain.html
2 http://www.kftc.org/blog/archive/2010/01/29/help-the-city-of-lynch-protect-their-drinking-water-and-other-resources/?searchterm=black%20mountain
3 Kentucky mine permit 848-5458
4 ‘Mining Coal, Mounting Costs’, Harvard Medical School, 2011
5 http://www.kftc.org/blog/archive/2010/01/29/help-the-city-of-lynch-protect-their-drinking-water-and-other-resources/?searchterm=black%20mountain
6 http://www.kftc.org/take-action/tri-cities
7 http://e360.yale.edu/content/feature.msp?id=2150
8 http://www.preservationnation.org/travel-and-sites/sites/southern-region/black-mountain.html
9 http://appvoices.org/images/uploads/2010/08/mortality-appcoalregions.pdf
10 http://www.kysea.org/clean-energy-resources/stories/organizing-for-clean-energy-in-the-appalachian-coal-fields

II: COAL EXPORT TERMINALS

As the U.S. begins to shift away from carbon-emitting coal-fired power plants, coal
producers are gearing up to ship more of the fuel overseas. Currently, there is a major
push for West Coast export terminals that would open the floodgates for a new coal
market in Asia. This year, coal exports from the U.S. to China and India are expected to
increase to 86.5 million tons, up from 79.5 million tons in 2010, according to the U.S.
Energy Information Administration. Advocates for clean energy, the environment, and
public health and safety have coalesced to challenge the plans to develop coal export
capacity along the coast.
Currently, the Gateway Pacific Terminal at Cherry Point and Millennium Bulk Logistics’
Longview Terminal both in Washington State are the first of several proposed coal export
terminals along the Pacific Northwest. They represent a line in the sand for environmental
and public health advocates.

G AT E WAY PA C I F I C T E R M I N A L
AT C H E R RY P O I N T

LOCATION:

RISKS

Cherry Point, WA.

Public Health - Coal that is planned for export out
of the Gateway Pacific terminal would come from the
Powder River Basin area in Montana and Wyoming.
The surge in coal trains travelling from the Powder
River Basin to the terminal near Cherry Point would
increase air pollution from coal dust along rail lines
across several states. A comprehensive 2001 study of
coal dust emissions in Canada found that the Westshore
Terminal near Tsawassen B.C. emits roughly 715 metric
tons of coal dust each year. The report states that “coal
terminals by their nature are active sources of fugitive
dust.” According to the rail operator, BNSF, every coal
car can lose as much as 500 pounds of coal dust en route.
The wide ranging health dangers of coal dust include
exposure to toxic heavy metals such as lead, selenium
and mercury. Coal dust leads to increased asthma,
wheezing and coughing in children. Toxic pollution from
diesel exhaust is linked to stunted lung development,
increased probability of heart attacks, lung cancer,
worsening asthma and infant mortality.

BACKGROUND:
The Gateway Pacific Terminal is a proposed coal export
terminal at Cherry Point, near Bellingham, Washington.
If completed, the terminal would have the capacity
to export 54 million tons of coal annually from the
Powder River Basin in Montana and Wyoming to Asian
markets.11
In February 2011 SSA Marine applied for state and
federal permits for the $500 million coal export terminal
at Cherry Point. If approved, the terminal would begin
construction in early 2013 and operations in 2015.
SSA Marine along with partner Peabody Energy plan
to export up to 24 million metric tons of coal per year
through the Gateway Pacific Terminal.
The terminal has faced significant opposition from local
and national environmental groups. Currently, groups
including Climate Solutions, Puget Sound Keeper,
Community Wise Bellingham, and the Sierra Club are
committed to challenging SSA Marine’s permit for this
terminal expansion.

Climate -The burning of coal is a leading cause of climate
change. If the Gateway Pacific terminal is completed
as it is proposed, and eventually exports upwards of 54
million tons of coal per year, that coal would produce
roughly 100 million tons of CO2 in the same amount of
time. Instead of exporting climate change around the
world this coal should stay in the ground.

11 http://www.bellinghamherald.com/2011/05/29/2033979/documents-cherry-point-initial.html

LONGVIEW
COAL TERMINAL

LOCATION:

RISKS

Longview, WA.

Public Health - Coal that is planned for export out of
the Longview terminal would come from the Powder
River Basin area in Montana and Wyoming. An increase
in mining and the resulting increase in number of
coal trains travelling from the Powder River Basin to
the Longview terminal would increase air pollution
from coal dust along rail lines across several states. The
impacts of increased coal mining in the Powder River
Basin affect traditional ranching communities by putting
strain on water sources and pushing families off of ranch
lands to make room for mine expansions.

BACKGROUND:
Millennium Bulk Logistics’ Longview Terminal is located
in Longview, Washington, 60 miles north of Portland,
Oregon, and would export coal from the Powder River
Basin mining region in Montana and Wyoming to
markets in Asia.
In November 2009, Cowlitz County in Washington State
approved a proposal by Millennium Bulk Logistics,
owned by Australian Ambre Energy, to establish a coal
terminal at Longview, which would receive 5 tons of
coal annually. However, in February 2011, internal
Millennium Bulk Logistics emails were disclosed
showing that the company hoped to export up to 80
million tons of coal through the Longview terminal –
nearly 15 times more than the originally proposed 5
million tons. As a result, in March 2011 Millennium
Bulk Logistics and Ambre Energy withdrew their permit
application for the Longview terminal due to public and
political outrage over the deception.
There is strong public opposition to the Longview
Terminal. Environmental organizations in Oregon and
Washington, including Columbia Riverkeeper, Climate
Solutions and the Sierra Club are watching to see if
Millennium Bulk Logistics or another company applies
for a new permit to develop the Longview port into a
coal export terminal.

Climate - If the Longview Terminal were completed as it
was proposed, it would eventually export 80 million tons
of coal per year, which coal would produce roughly 160
million tons of CO2 in the same amount of time. Instead
of exporting pollution that leads to climate change
around the world, coal from the Powder River Basin
should stay in the ground.
Jobs - Coal export requires a small workforce and wastes
hundreds of acres of waterfront property to store raw
coal. If completed as proposed, the expansion of the
Longview Terminal would provide between 20 12 and
70 13 jobs. This 460-acre site has tremendous potential
for hundreds of jobs in light industrial and smart-tech
growth instead of being mired in a single-commodity
trade. Far from being a job creator, the volatile export
market for coal leaves the long-term viability of these
terminals in question.

12 http://www.bellinghamherald.com/2011/05/29/2033979/documents-cherry-point-initial.html
13 http://tdn.com/news/local/article_abb5534c-4f5f-11e0-b8ef-001cc4c03286.html

III: COAL-FIRED POWER PLANTS

Coal-fired power plants produce about half of our nation’s electricity. Unfortunately,
coal-fired power plants are also one of the largest sources of air pollution in the U.S, as
well as one of the largest contributors to smog and man-made mercury pollution. The
effects from these plants for human health are staggering, especially with regards to
particle pollution or soot, one of the most deadly types of air pollution in the country.
Nationwide, smokestack pollution from coal-fired power plants kills more than 13,000
people per year according to the Clean Air Task Force — a rate of one person every forty
minutes. Nationally, coal-fired power plants are also the leading cause of global warming
pollution.
Currently, the coal fleet in the U.S. is aging and facing stricter air quality regulation.
With forthcoming EPA regulations, operators of approximately half the existing coal
fleet will either have to invest in expensive plant upgrades, like scrubbers, to comply with
regulations or to retire plants in favor of less polluting options. Fisk and Crawford in
Chicago and Colstrip in Montana represent the worst of the worst when it comes to the
nation’s aging coal-fired power plants. Due to their age, these plants have avoided modern
pollution regulation despite being situated in densely urban areas and contributing to
severe air quality problems. The choice these plants will have to make in coming years
represents the choice of aging plants across the country.

F I S K A N D C R AW F O R D
COAL-FIRED POWER PLANTS

LOCATION:
Urban Chicago.

BACKGROUND:
The Fisk and Crawford coal plants are located in more
densely populated communities than any other coal
plants in the United States. While in extremely populated
areas, these plants have avoided pollution regulations
for years. Fisk started generating electricity in 1903 and
was rebuilt in 1959; Crawford’s newest turbines were
installed in 1958 and 1961. Most of Chicago’s power
comes from other, larger coal plants, nuclear plants and
wind farms outside of the city, while Fisk and Crawford
merely provide stabilizing power to the city. However,
new power transmission lines are planned for Chicago in
2011, which, when in place, will make Fisk and Crawford
unnecessary for stabilizing the electrical grid.
Environmental Justice community groups, the Little
Village Environmental Justice Organization (LVEJO)
and the Pilsen Environmental Rights and Reform
Organization (PERRO) have worked for the past decade
demanding that the plants stop poisoning the air in the
neighborhoods nearest where the plants operate.

RISKS
Public Health - These plants are the largest sources of
particulate air pollution in Chicago. In the last three
years alone, Fisk and Crawford have together released
over 45,000 tons of pollution into the air, compromising
the health of all Chicagoans.

According to a report released by the Environmental
Law and Policy Center, pollution from these two coalfired power plants cost neighboring communities $127
million per year in hidden health damages. Particulate
matter from the plants impairs visibility and contributes
to lung cancer, heart attacks, premature deaths, acute and
chronic bronchitis, emergency room visits, asthma and
other respiratory illnesses.
Those who live closest to these plants bear the heaviest
brunt of these diseases. According to a September
2010 study conducted by the Clean Air Task Force, air
pollution from Fisk and Crawford causes more than 40
deaths, 720 asthma attacks and 66 heart attacks
annually. 14
Climate - Fisk and Crawford are two of Chicago’s largest
contributors to climate change. In 2007, they emitted
nearly five million metric tons of carbon dioxide (CO2)
combined into the atmosphere. This is equivalent to
the emission from 872,042 cars together. Nationally,
coal-fired power plants are the leading cause of global
warming causing pollution in the United States.

POTENTIAL
ALTERNATIVES
Recently, a coalition of over 50 organizations, known as
the Chicago Clean Power Coalition, has come together
to support clean power as an alternative to dirty coal
energy.
The renewable energy industry in Chicago is growing:
two companies recently completed building the nation’s
largest urban solar power plant on the southeast side of
Chicago, and solar energy has the potential to generate at
least five times the number of permanent jobs compared
to coal power plants.

14 Clean Air Task Force. September 2010. The Toll from Coal: An Updated Assessment of Death and Disease from America’s Dirtiest Energy Source.
http://www.catf.us/coal/problems/power_plants/existing/Toll_from_Coal-Existing_Plants.kmz

COLSTRIP
COAL-FIRED POWER PLANT

LOCATION:
Coalstrip, Montana

BACKGROUND:
The Colstrip Steam Plant is a coal-fired power plant in
Colstrip in eastern Montana. The plant provides energy
to Puget Sound Energy in Washington State.
In 1977 Colstrip was equipped with scrubbers to reduce
its sulfur dioxide output. Unfortunately this effort has
not prevented Colstrip from polluting nearby aquifers
with coal ash, emitting thousands of pounds of mercury
or releasing massive amounts of carbon dioxide into
the atmosphere every year. As a result, several local and
regional groups in and around Montana are working to
close the Colstrip power plant, including Citizens for
Clean Energy, Montana Environmental Information
Center, and the National Wildlife Federation.

POTENTIAL
ALTERNATIVES :
Activists are working to shift Montana’s power
generation away from dirty coal and toward clean,
green alternatives. For example, the National Wildlife
Federation is moving forward with a plan to establish
a renewable resource siting policy that would promote
the build-out of Montana’s wind and renewable resource
portfolio while also protecting the unique landscapes and
biodiversity that make Montana unique.

RISKS
Public Health - The Colstrip power plant is the 11th
largest coal-fired emitter of mercury in the nation
and the worst in the Western states, releasing 1,490
pounds of mercury in 2009. 15 The facility also creates
significant water pollution because of its leaky coal-ash
pond. In 2008, PPL Corporation, which owns the plant,
was ordered to pay a $25 million settlement to 57 local
residents because of severe ground water pollution
contamination.
Climate - According to a 2009 report by Environment
America the Colstrip Steam Plant is the ninth dirtiest
plant in the nation, and released 19.3 million tons of
carbon dioxide in 2007 alone. 16
15 http://cdn.publicinterestnetwork.org/assets/62514040f1134baf06e843fb233cd3ca/EA_web.pdf
16 Ibid

